Note: No Active Membership Bulletin appeared between the last two Membership meetings because these were only a week apart. The present issue therefore summarizes the outcomes of both meetings.

MEETING OF 14th NOVEMBER: The remainder of the proposed Constitution was adopted, with the exception of Section C of Article VI., which was stricken out. (The Constitution as finally adopted will be published in this Bulletin in the near future.) A number of proposals for direct action against the Board of Education were adopted, and one of them, the Sing-in at the Board meeting, has already been carried out. In the meanwhile, as a result of the assassination of the late President, L.A. CORE has undertaken a moratorium on direct action against the Board until December 15th, and National CORE has recommended a moratorium on direct action involving civil disobedience until after Christmas. The actions already voted but not yet carried out must accordingly be replanned.

MEETING OF 21st NOVEMBER: Purchase of photo-offset equipment was authorized, and the meeting proceeded to the election of officers for the coming year. Results of the election are as follows:

Chairman -- Art Silvers
First Vice-Chairman -- Silvia Richards
Second Vice-Chairman -- Paul Jackson
Treasurer -- Roberta Nicholson
Secretary -- Barbara Brittin

A statement from the new Chairman will appear in the next issue of this Bulletin.

COMMITTEE NOTICES: Education Committee. CORE is now circulating a petition demanding that segregation in Los Angeles schools be ended. 17,000 people in South Gate recently signed a contrary petition. We know that there are a lot more than 17,000 people in Los Angeles who will sign our petition if it is presented to them. If every CORE member makes the small effort needed to get 30 signatures, we will have 25,000 signatures to present to the Board of Education. But the attainment of this very modest goal depends upon the efforts of every CORE member! THIS MEANS YOU! If you have not been very active in CORE thus far, here is your opportunity to show that your CORE membership means something tangible. If you have been active, then your interest in this project is all the greater. In order to keep the weight of this mailing down, we can enclose only one petition. If you can secure more than ten signatures, please fill out the blank below and return it to the CORE office along with the questionnaires, in the enclosed postage-free return envelope. We will send more petitions by return mail.

PLEASE SEND ME _____ MORE COPIES OF THE PETITION TO END SEGREGATION IN LOS ANGELES SCHOOLS.

Name: __________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________

_________________________________________________

city zone